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Geological/Geophysical Technician with 15+ years experience, skilled in Geographix, 
LogSleuth2, IHS, Drilling Info, DrillingWire, and more. Excited to take on new 
challenges and become an integral part of your team.

EXPERIENCE

Geological Technician
ABC Corporation - JULY 2002 – AUGUST 2006

 Construct regional and local base maps, production trend maps, 
detailed and regional X-sections for geologists, all using the latest 
versions of Geographix Discovery, IHS, Drilling Info, and other 
software.

 Update well base of individual projects with data from Drilling Wire.
 Digitize contours as needed.
 Register logs (rasters and vectors) as needed and import them into 

Geographix projects.
 Pick tops using geologists picks and GDS tops as to go by.
 Gather cutting samples and core samples from Oklahoma Geological 

Survey in Norman.
 Prepare and ship cutting samples to be analyzed.

Geological Technician 
Delta Corporation - 2001 – 2002

 Create structure maps, isopach maps, and cross sections with Petra 
Digitize/Geo-reference raster images, geological maps, lease maps 
Scan and plot .

 Assisted geological crew in gathering soil samples, organizing data, 
maintaining equipment.

 Investor relations contact for a publicly traded oil and gas company.
 Included Geological assistance with spreadsheets, cross sections, 

correspondence, log/scout card retrieval and map preparation 
Answered and logged .

 Geo-Technician and review and analyze courthouse abstracts and 
leases to prepare take-offs to obtain information regarding oil and gas
mineral .

 Manager Tim Rygg (530) 510-7449 Chris Dale ( 509) 939-2272 
Supervisor Chris Petersen ( 208) 906-0806 Built and Supported Drill 
Pads/Drilling .

 Building and maintenance of all 21 company Petra projects in multiple
U.S.
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EDUCATION

 AAS - (Rose State College in Midwest City - Midwest City, OK)

SKILLS

Procurement, Document Control, Scheduling, Database Administration, Invoice 
Review, Clerical Support, Report Generation.
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